Abstract-This paper describes a new exponential language model that decomposes the model parameters into one or more low-rank matrices that learn regularities in the training data and one or more sparse matrices that learn exceptions (e.g., keywords). The low-rank matrices induce continuous-space representations of words and histories. The sparse matrices learn multi-word lexical items and topic/domain idiosyncrasies. This model generalizes the standard -regularized exponential language model, and has an efficient accelerated first-order training algorithm. Language modeling experiments show that the approach is useful in scenarios with limited training data, including low resource languages and domain adaptation.
word frequency distributions, class learning itself can be sensitive to sparse data. Another way to look at the problem is in terms of regularization, adding a penalty in learning to avoid overtraining. Both smoothing and parameter tying can be implemented in this framework. For example, [6] shows that standard backoff algorithms provide a low-rank approximation of the matrix (or tensor) of -gram counts, which can be formulated as a rank-penalized optimization problem. More recently, the use of rank regularization in language modeling has been generalized to power low-rank ensembles [7] .
We claim that the limitations of these different approaches relate to the model structure. Other model structures are better suited to parameter tying and regularization, including maximum entropy models and neural network language models. In this paper, we propose an alternative structure: an exponential model that leverages both rank and sparsity regularization in training. It combines the advantages of the exponential model form (convex training objective) with the advantages of the continuous space representation in neural network language models that provide a soft tying of parameters to capture regularities in language.
More specifically, the model proposed in this paper introduces both low-rank and sparse weight components into the exponential modeling framework. Our new model subsumes a large class of -regularized exponential language models and can be interpreted as incorporating a continuous-space language model into the maximum entropy setting. For limited resource scenarios, we show that language modeling performance can be improved by using this more general model able to efficiently capture both types of structure inherent in natural language. Further, we show that this structure easily generalizes to account for different factors that influence wording choices in natural language, making it simple to learn and adapt to characteristics of genre, topic, speaker, role, etc.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The mathematical framework is provided in Section II, introducing the basic Sparse plus Low-Rank model and its "Multi-Factor" extension, as well as algorithms for training and domain adaptation, followed by a discussion of the relation of the basic model to other approaches. Two sets of experiments are described for two different types of limited training scenarios. We look at language modeling for low resource languages in Section III, and at domain adaption for English in Section IV. In Section V, we summarize findings and discuss issues to be addressed in future work.
The work described in this paper represents an extension of the Sparse plus Low-Rank Language Model introduced in [8] , [9] , [10] , with new support for multiple low-rank matrices, a 2329-9290 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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new approach to domain adaptation, more extensive experimentation and new results on a variety of languages and in domain adaptation.
II. THE SPARSE PLUS LOW-RANK LANGUAGE MODEL This section describes the basic Sparse plus Low-Rank Language Model (SLR-LM) as well as the Multi-Factor SLR-LM extension. The latter jointly models the distinct factors present in heterogeneous data (e.g. across topics, across genres, etc.). Algorithms for training and adaptation are described, followed by a discussion of related language modeling approaches.
A. Basic SLR Model
The standard exponential language model [11] has the form (1) where are the parameters and is the feature vector extracted from word and history . We generalize the model with two key changes: i) the feature vector is recast as a feature matrix with a corresponding weight matrix , and ii) the weight matrix is decomposed into the sum of two matrices, , each of which have special structure. The basic weight matrix parameterized exponential model can be written as: (2) Here is the vector of features of individually and are the features of . In this case is a parameter matrix. This can be linked to the notation of Eqn. (1) by noting that , where denotes a matrix inner-product (element-wise multiply and sum). If one denotes the vectorization of with and the vectorization of feature matrix with , then we can convert any model of the form Eqn. (2) into one of the form of Eqn. (1) . On the other hand, any exponential language model of the form Eqn. (1) whose features are products of features on words and histories can be transformed into one in the form of Eqn. (2) . In particular, standard -gram features take this form, where and are one-hot (indicator) encodings of the words and histories. In the experiments in this paper we focus on these standard -gram features.
The model of Eqn. (1) is often trained with regularization applied to . Not only is it well-known that this particular penalty leads to sparse solutions, but it empirically has also been found to be a good criterion to minimize (in terms of test set perplexity) [12] . An entry-wise penalty can be applied to a weight matrix (or component ) to the same effect.
In standard models, the "sparse" component is the only component, and is thus tasked with modeling all of the sequential behavior. However, restricting ourselves to a sparse solution ignores an important attribute of language: that similarities exist between words and between histories in the data. A sparse model has no way to exploit similarities that might exist (e.g. between the words "bicycle" and "bike"). Viewed in the form of Eqn. (1), this is inevitable: features are values at arbitrary positions in a vector. Viewed in the form of Eqn. (2), we see that similarities between two words can be expressed by similarity between the corresponding rows, and similarities between histories can be viewed as similarities between the corresponding columns. More generally, sets of rows (or columns) may live in subspaces, e.g. one might envision a "space" of nouns, a "space" of adjectives, a "space" of numbers, a "space" of colors, etc. This property corresponds to a low-rank solution; i.e. finding a low-rank weight matrix .
Preliminary experiments suggested that solutions for in Eqn. (2) tend to be naturally approximately low-rank. By facilitating the existence of a low-rank component, we can improve modeling performance. For example, the co-occurrence statistics for a word that has been observed 50 times may be sufficiently similar to a set of words that have been observed hundreds or thousands of times for 's weights to be pushed into 's subspace of weights. In effect, this "fills in" missing entries from 's weight rows and columns, similar to low-rank matrix completion approaches to collaborative filtering [13] , [14] .
The idea of learning and exploiting similarities between objects (e.g. words and histories) is a common theme in the literature on learning shared representations [15] and is used by language models with continuous representations of words, particularly neural network language models [16] , [17] . It is straightforward to show that an exponential model with a low-rank weight matrix is in fact a continuous-space language model. Here denotes a continuous, low-dimensional representation of , denotes a continuous, low-dimensional representation of , and is the normalizing factor. The probability of a word following a history is proportional to the weighted inner-product in the low-dimensional space.
The dimension of the continuous representation is equal to , the rank; lower rank solutions for correspond to embeddings of words in lower dimensional spaces. Similar words will have continuous representations that are close to each other in the low-dimensional space; the same is true for similar histories. Crucially, the low dimensional representation of a word can be different in the history position than in the predictive position . The low-rank representation provides a form of soft parameter tying to capture the two types of similarities.
Empirically we observe that the weight matrices outperform those using either sparse or low-rank parameters alone, and the two components represent qualitatively different kinds of information. Fig. 1 illustrates this result, visualizing the estimated weights in the leading submatrix of a bigram weight matrix trained on 100 K tokens with a 5 K vocabulary, decomposed into the sparse ( , upper) and low-rank ( , lower) components. Among other phenomena, the low-rank component matrix tends to model the relatively dense regions describing the sequential behavior of high frequency words. The sparse matrix captures word combinations that depart from the typical patterns for the word, either positively or negatively. Many of the entries with a positive value correspond to multi-word lexical items or artifacts of the definition of a word in terms of white spaces (e.g. "san francisco"). Negative examples are more rare, but they capture idiosyncrasies of language, e.g. the words "really" and "very" are similar but the phrase "really much" is rarely used.
B. Multi-Factor Model
Language behavior is typically influenced by many factors simultaneously. For an illustration of how these factors might influence a passage in a document, Fig. 2 displays a quote from Supreme Court Justice Breyer, highlighting the influence of the court case (which affects the topical content), the genre, which here is a general, corpus-wide influence because the entire corpus belongs to the same genre (and accounts for the presence of disfluencies), the speaker (which accounts for the use of "all right" -a Breyer idiosyncrasy) and the role (which accounts for the questioning leading with "in your view"). 1 The set of factors playing a role in the corpus of Supreme Court transcripts from which this example was drawn can be illustrated with a diagram like Fig. 3 (a) (for brevity, single letters are used for speaker IDs). In the figure, each row shows conceptually how particular sets of factors switch over time. A vertical slice through the rows indicates which factors are "active" for a particular utterance (i.e. influencing the word probabilities). Another common scenario is shown in Fig. 3(b) , where different portions of a corpus correspond to different topics.
In the Multi-Factor SLR-LM, the single low-rank matrix and single sparse matrix are each replaced with sets of matrices: one for each factor. For example, in the scenario of Fig. 3(b) , there could potentially be 12 weight matrices in total: five topicdependent low-rank matrices, five topic-dependent sparse matrices, a topic-independent low-rank matrix and a topic-independent sparse matrix. The weight matrix used to compute the probability of a given -gram is simply the sum of the weight matrices for active factors. For example, for text associated with topic , it would be , where and are topic-independent low-rank and sparse matrices, respectively, and and are the topic-dependent weight matrices for the current topic.
As in the SLR-LM, the general low-rank matrix induces continuous representations of words and histories to capture general syntactic-semantic language behavior, and the general sparse matrix captures common multi-word expressions (e.g. united states). In contrast, the factor-dependent matrices each specialize in some phenomenon (e.g. capturing the idiosyncrasies of a speaker or topic) which may overlap in different ways with other factors. By regularizing the factor-dependent matrices to be low-rank or sparse, we emphasize the most salient differences and discourage overfitting. In this light, each of the factor-dependent matrices can be seen as an additive correction to a global model. Because low-rank matrices model systematic patterns, factor-dependent low-rank matrices are best suited for broad shifts in usage, e.g. the differences observed between genres. Sparse matrices emphasize specific exceptions, and thus the factor-dependent sparse matrices are better suited for highlighting simple lexical differences like topic -grams. The interpretability of the model weights is one nice feature of the Multi-Factor SLR-LM.
We formalize the model as follows. Let and be collections of low-rank and sparse matrices, respectively, where and are associated with factor . denotes the set of matrices active at word token in the document. We refer to the set of word tokens (and corresponding histories that have the same set of active matrices as a "segment." For example, in Fig. 3 ). Let denote the shared set for all word tokens in segment ; i.e., for all word tokens in segment . The sets can be equivalently represented in a "scope" matrix, , with binary elements. The rows of correspond to the factordependent matrices of the model, while the columns correspond to segments. Fig. 4 shows the scope matrix for the Supreme Court example of Fig. 3(a) , with factor-dependent matrices for each speaker, for each case, as well as factor-dependent matrices for "justices" and for "attorney." Then . Using these parameters, the probability of given history using the set of factors indicated by is:
C. Training Algorithms
To train the basic SLR-LM of Eqn. (2) we solve the following non-smooth convex optimization problem: end while
Algorithm 1 TrainSLR-LM()
The entry-wise norm, , promotes sparsity in our variables. We penalize 's nuclear norm, , which is known to encourage low-rank solutions [18] , [14] . The Frobenius norm provides standard -norm regularization. denotes the average log-likelihood, , which has the familiar empirical-minus-model expectation form for its gradient as a function of : (8) In Alg. 1 we give an iterative algorithm for solving the above convex optimization problem. The basic structure of each iteration is to make four updates: 1) a gradient step on , 2) an entry-wise threshold step to shrink the entries of , 3) a gradient step on , and 4) a singular-value threshold step on . Both thresholding steps make use of the soft-thresholding operator: (9) where all operations are entry-wise; in particular, denotes entry-wise multiplication. Our algorithm is a block-coordinate version of the accelerated proximal gradient descent algorithm introduced by Toh and Yun in [19] , modified to alternate between the block (with an norm) and the block (with the ) for faster convergence. Toh and Yun's algorithm itself is a variation of previous accelerated proximal gradient methods by Nesterov [20] and Beck and Teboulle [21] . Training continues until perplexity begins to increase on a held-out development set. The step sizes and are found using the line search strategy in [19] .
Training the Multi-Factor SLR-LM involves solving a related convex optimization problem, where we let denote the set of parameters :
Although there are a large number of tunable parameters, in practice we find that we can set all equal to each other and all equal to each other. We can solve this problem using a modification to Alg. 1, in which the rank-reducing step is performed in parallel for all low-rank matrices, and the sparsifying steps are performed in parallel for all sparse matrices. Due to the fact that the proximal operator for all of the weight matrices decomposes over individual matrices, the same convergence guarantees apply. We assume that the different matrices cover different subsets of the data; otherwise, the solution may not be unique.
The training algorithm requires computing the gradient of the smooth part of the objective (i.e. ) with respect to each problem variable. These gradients can be computed efficiently in one pass over the data. Let denote the gradient of average log-likelihood with respect to the sum , then (11) where is the unnormalized empirical joint distribution of words and histories occurring in segment . ( sums to the number of words in segment over the number of words in the corpus.)
is similarly unnormalized. Then, the gradients of with respect to the factor-dependent matrices, and , are simply (12) That is, one can do a single pass from and accumulate each of the and along the way. Note that because the two weight matrices are completely interchangeable from the perspective of .
D. Time and Space Complexity
As is the case with deep or recurrent neural network language models, the Multi-Factor SLR-LM's modeling power comes at a computational cost. The two computational bottlenecks in each iteration of training are the computation of probabilities for all in the vocabulary and all observed in the training data, and the computation of the truncated rank-singular value decomposition for . Assuming the number of non-zeros in the feature representations and are constant with respect to the vocabulary size and the number of unique histories , the former has time complexity , while the latter has a time complexity . The cost to evaluate the conditional probability for a fixed is (assuming is ). There are also memory costs during training; primarily, the storage of a dense gradient. For the Multi-Factor model, the above time complexities are scaled linearly by the number of segments, , and one low-rank and one sparse matrix must also be stored in memory for each factor.
E. Adaptation Algorithms
The Multi-Factor SLR-LM provides a flexible framework for adaptation to a new domain: depending on the nature and the extent of the mismatch, one can learn interpolation weights on existing factor matrices, and/or some factors can be updated, some kept intact, and others thrown out entirely. We describe here three approaches for adaptation using the model.
Joint Training Adaptation: The Multi-Factor SLR-LM is designed to jointly train on several data segments. For example, in the heterogeneous topic scenario of Fig. 3(b) , one would jointly train topic-independent weight matrices along with topic-dependent weight matrices on all available data. In this case, adaptation simply involves preserving the topic-independent pair of matrices (i.e. , ) and the pair of weight matrices for the given topic (i.e. , ), and discarding all others. The advantage to this approach is associated with joint training: the general model can capture what truly is segment-independent, and thus better leverage the factor-specific information from different segments (e.g. different topics).
Additive Adaptation: Having already trained a joint MF-SLR-LM, one may wish adapt to a new domain that was not represented in the original training set. If one deems it too expensive (or otherwise undesirable) to retrain all models jointly, it is possible to keep the original general or common factor weight matrices (e.g. , ) and only train a new pair of weights to complement them. More formally, let denote a fixed, common-domain weight matrix (in practice it will be the sum of sparse and low-rank matrices for one or more common factors). With additive adaptation, we seek to train a new model with weights of the form , where and are low-rank and sparse adaptation matrices, respectively. The adaptation weight matrices can be found by solving the following non-smooth convex optimization problem: (13) Here denotes the adaptation data. This is solved by a straightforward variant of the proximal gradient algorithm employed for training the basic SLR-LM.
Weight Space Interpolation Adaptation: Whereas joint training involves finding all weight matrices, and additive adaptation involves finding the adaptation weight matrices, a simpler adaptation strategy still is to merely rescale two or more existing weight matrices to better fit a new domain. In weight space interpolation adaptation, we assume that a set of weight matrices has already been trained, where each is either low-rank or sparse, and has been trained from a basic or Multi-Factor SLR-LM. Typically, some of the come from one or more well-trained out-of-domain models, and the rest from a less-well-trained in-domain model, but it is possible that all are out-of-domain. We can determine the optimal linear combination of these weight matrices by tuning interpolation parameters on a held out development set, to give a model of the form: (14) To adapt, one solves the following smooth, convex problem:
Since it is smooth and convex, this problem can be solved using any number of efficient standard algorithms (e.g. L-BFGS or non-linear conjugate gradient descent [22] ). Because interpolation takes place in the weight space, the interpolation coefficients do not need to sum to one, nor do they need to be non-negative (see Section IV-A for a visualization of learned interpolation coefficients). If the interpolation weights are all positive but less than one, it has the effect of flattening the distribution (smoothing); if they are all greater than one, it has the effect of making the distribution sharper.
F. Comparison with Related Models
The SLR language model can be related to two different types of models, associated with the characteristics of the sparse and low-rank components. It is unique in the combination of both.
As mentioned previously, an exponential (maximum entropy) language model with regularization is similar to the model proposed here when for particular choices of features. The variant that is most closely related is Model M [12] , [23] , which incorporates word classes to reduce the degrees of freedom, similar to the function of the low-rank component. It decomposes the probabilities as follows: (17) where denotes the class label of word , and and denote the class and word histories, respectively. Model M uses exponential models for both conditional probability distributions and obtains significant gains in perplexity over baseline -gram models that use Katz and modifier-Kneser-Ney smoothing. Introducing the classes also means that the normalization factors of each model sum over a smaller number of items, providing a speed advantage. Subsequent work has improved the scalability of the model [24] , [25] , [26] , improved word classing strategies [27] , [28] and incorporated new features [29] . Compared to maximum entropy and Model M language models, the SLR-LM has the advantage of being a continuous space model, but it is slower to train and requires more memory.
The low-rank matrix factorization provides a continuous-space representation of language. Perhaps the best known example of these are neural network language models [30] , [17] , where first a discrete representation of the history (usually the concatenation of word indicator vectors) is mapped to a continuous representation of the history, and then the continuous history representation is fed into a single hidden layer neural network that predicts the following word. Both the continuous low-dimensional word representations and the neural network parameters are learned from the data. Recently, neural network language models have been extended to consider deep networks (with multiple hidden layers) [31] and recurrent neural networks [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] . The latter, in particular, shows very good improvements in perplexity by taking advantage of an arbitrarily long history context, although only a finite context is practical for speech recognition decoding or lattice rescoring. Neural network language models have seen success in many applications, but the choice of structure is determined empirically and training can be expensive. The SLR-LM has a simpler form compared to neural network language models, which makes training easier (the training objective is convex) but limits the capacity of the continuous space mapping. The structure of the SLR model is determined through regularization, though there are a small number of hyper-parameters that require tuning.
Mnih and Hinton [36] proposed several low-rank tensor factorization approaches to language modeling, with the goal of capturing interactions between continuous space representations of words. In particular, their "log-bilinear" language model [36] incorporates a matrix that is analogous to our in Eqn. (4), and matrices analogous to for each word in a fixed history window. In doing so, they find continuous low-dimensional representations of words and history words. A matrix maps words into a continuous representation. Each of the history vectors for a fixed history length are multiplied by a position-dependent "interaction" matrix and summed. The inner-product between the aggregated history and the representation of the predicted word governs -gram probabilities. Advantages of our approach are that we support arbitrary feature functions of words and histories, our training is convex, and the dimension of the hidden representation is learned, rather than pre-specified.
In summary, the combination of the sparse and low-rank components give the SLR model the advantage of both continuousspace representations and the potential for representing exceptions that are handled well by -gram and standard maximum entropy language models. The trade-off is found empirically depending on the amount of training data available.
III. LOW-RESOURCE LANGUAGE MODELING
One of the motivations for the SLR-LM over standard exponential language models is the ability to exploit similarities that exist between words and between histories. This property is more important when training data is limited. Limited data is the norm for many so called "low resource languages," which lack the corpora and tools that are available for languages like English, Mandarin and Modern Standard Arabic. In this section we conduct language modeling experiments in low resource conditions. We focus in particular on languages whose morphological richness leads to rapid vocabulary growth, compounding the data sparsity issue.
A. Experimental Setup
We employ corpora from a diverse set of languages (Assamese, Bengali, Turkish, Tamil and Zulu) to evaluate the SLR-LM's performance in the limited data / rapid-vocabulary growth condition. Our corpora consist of transcribed telephone conversations and are distributed through the IARPA Babel program. Specifically, we use the "Limited Language Pack" version of the data for each language (with roughly Table I , where token counts are after text normalization to remove word fragments, unintelligible speech and non-speech tokens (except hesitation and laughter).
For each language we train a bigram SLR-LM, since experiments showed that the baseline trigrams gave no significant improvements relative to the baseline bigrams. Out-of-vocabulary tokens (OOVs) are ignored for testing and training. At a very coarse level we tune the regularization weights ( , and ) on a small development set, and evaluate on the test set. As baselines, we train modified-Kneser-Ney and Good-Turing smoothed models using SRILM [37] . Because the SLR-LM is a generalization of Maximum Entropy models, we also include them as a contrast; these models were trained using the Maximum Entropy SRILM extension [38] .
B. Results
The perplexity results of our model are listed in Table II . On all languages the SLR-LM beats the baseline models, with an average of a 7% reduction in perplexity over modified-Kneser-Ney (mKN), 6% reduction over Good-Turing and a 2% reduction in perplexity over already quite strong maximum entropy model (MaxEnt). The improvement over backoff smoothing is consistent with the average perplexity reduction on a related task but with some differences in the experimental setup reported in [10] .
Some statistics of the optimal models for each language are listed in Table III . The optimal rank of the learned matrix tends to range from 15-50. All of the optimal matrices are quite sparse, with the least sparse matrix being more than 99.3% sparse. Altogether, the number of free parameters for these SLR-LM language models ranges from to , which is an order of magnitude larger than the number of -grams (i.e. model size) for the modified-Kneser-Ney or maximum entropy baselines, which average over the languages. The SLR-LM model is larger than the backoff -gram because its framework allows a richer and more effective representation of unseen cases based on similarities to observed classes. The -gram model can only increase the number of free parameters by increasing , but the number of seen -grams of any length is limited by the amount of data available. In our scenario, moving to the best-case trigram increases the model size by less than 10% and gives only a small gain in perplexity, and there is no gain from 4-grams. Further, the SLR-LM can also be extended to use longer histories. While there is an increase in model size, the size is still small compared to language models trained on large amounts of data. For example, a 5-gram trained on the New York Times portion of Gigaword [39] may have parameters. To further assess the contributions of the matrix and the matrix, we tuned language models for each language where one of the matrices was in effect clamped to zero (by setting or sufficiently large. These results are summarized in Table IV . We see modest degradation in performance when using or only , with no clear trends over languages as to which matrix alone is more effective. We conclude that both and play an important role in model performance.
Finally, we conducted a lattice rescoring pilot study on the above datasets using lattices from an HTK-based recognizer. We observed consistent but not significant improvements in word error rate after rescoring with the SLR-LM: from 76.9% to 76.6%, averaged over the languages. We hypothesize that larger gains could be achieved by using larger lattices or by integrating the SLR-LM directly into decoding.
IV. DOMAIN ADAPTATION
Language models (LMs) typically do not explicitly account for different sources of variation. Instead, training data from different sources are combined in a mixture model, e.g. [40] , [41] , or via count merging, e.g. [42] , or domain adaptation techniques are used to leverage a general language model in the context of limited in-domain training data [43] , [44] . More recently, the impact of topic has been explored using non-parametric Bayesian models, e.g. [45] , [46] , [47] , which use a Dirichlet (or other) prior in unsupervised learning of latent topic variables. In [48] , a similar approach is used with latent variables for both topic and role. Most of this work has focused on unigram language models for computational reasons, but -gram variants of the non-parametric Bayesian topic model are described in [49] . While their framework can be generalized to include multiple factors, non-parametric Bayesian approaches have not been widely adopted; they have a relatively high computational cost and their non-parametric nature makes them somewhat more difficult to interpret. We propose an alternative approach for characterizing different sources of variation in language, by using the Multi-Factor SLR-LM.
A. Topic Adaptation
We conducted several English topic modeling experiments to measure the Multi-Factor LM, focusing in particular on its performance in terms of perplexity.
Our data is a set of transcripts of conversational telephone speech from the Fisher corpus, which consists of conversations between strangers on 40 pre-assigned topics. We split (by conversation) each topic into training, development and test sets, yielding 5.5M word tokens of training data, 1.9M word tokens of development data, and 2.0M word tokens of test data. 2 The training set size varied among topics, from as small as 24 k training tokens to as large as 366 k, with an average of 140 k words per topic. Our language model vocabulary includes all word types that appeared nine or more times in the training data, for a vocabulary size of 9.7 k (all out-of-vocabulary words are mapped to a dedicated OOV token). We restrict ourselves to bigram language models in all experiments.
Topic-Dependent Language Model: First, we evaluate the joint training adaptation technique proposed in Section II-E. We train a Multi-Factor SLR-LM with topology analogous to that in Fig. 3(b) (but with 20 topics) . Because topics differ largely by the relative frequencies of words and phrases, we do not include topic-dependent low-rank matrices although we do include a global low-rank matrix . Parameters and are tuned using coarse grid search on the development set (for simplicity we set equal for all ). The model we use to compute perplexity on test set topic is the matched topic-dependent model with parameters ; we denote this experimental condition as "Joint Training MF-SLR-LM." We evaluate this model for each of the first 20 topics and average their test set perplexities.
We then evaluate the additive adaptation approach. Recall that in this scenario a Multi-Factor SLR-LM has already been trained, and we seek to adapt it to a new domain without retraining the entire model. We keep and from the model trained above as our fixed, general model, and then learn a new topic-dependent sparse matrix as our adaptation weights. (Note that the most general form of additive adaptation proposed in Section II-E would also learn a adaptation matrix, but we exclude since topical differences are well modeled by sparse exceptions alone). We perform additive adaptation separately on each of topics 21 through 40, and average the results. This experimental condition is denoted "Additive Adaptation MF-SLR-LM." There are a few points to note about this condition. First, the low-rank and general sparse components are preserved from the original MF-SLR-LM, which assumes that they are capturing topic-independent information; this is a reasonable assumption in our case because topic-dependent -grams ended up in the various , by design. Second, the adapted models are learned independently from other new topics, rather than jointly (e.g. topic 21 has no influence on topic 22). Finally, because we are not finding low-rank adaptation matrix , this adaptation problem is significantly faster than the original model training, because no singular value decompositions must be performed.
Finally, we evaluate the weight space interpolation approach with two separate models. First, we learn the optimal combination of the weight matrices in the "Joint Training MF-SLR-LM" condition described above; we denote this interpolated model as the "Join Training Interpolation MF-SLR-LM." Its results are averaged over topics 1 through 20. Second, we consider a version that never trains on the target domain, . In this version, we hypothesize that a new topic may be roughly approximated as some linear combination of the original 20 topics. Our adapted model for a new topic is found by using weight space interpolation to find the optimal combination of all of the original weight matrices ( , , ), tuned to minimize 's development set perplexity. This condition is denoted "Interpolation-Adapted MF-SLR-LM." Its results are averaged over topics 21 through 40.
A suitable baseline must be able to use data from the first 20 topics, but have a mechanism to emphasize a particular topic. We use a standard interpolation strategy: we train two modified-Kneser-Ney-smoothed language models (one on all of the first 20 topics' data, and one solely on a given topic ) and then interpolate the two. The interpolation weights are tuned on topic 's development set, and the model is evaluated on the test set for topic . We denote this baseline as "Interpolated mKN." To assess how much the model trained on all the first 20 topics is contributing to performance, we also consider the simple case where we train a modified-Kneser-Ney language model on just topic 's data, and evaluate it on topic 's test set. This baseline is referred to as "Matched mKN."
The adaptation results are presented in Table V . First, as expected, in our baselines we see some gain from interpolating the topic-dependent model with an larger, topic-independent one. Despite the fact that the interpolated baseline is able to optimize using additional data (the development set), the Multi-Factor model beats it when joint trained on topics 1-20, suggesting that the model is in fact learning to distinguish between topic-independent and topic-dependent information. If we further perform weight space interpolation to optimize development set perplexity, we get an improvement in perplexity on par with the gain going from matched to interpolated mKN. Our "Interpolation-Adapted" model, which uses no adaptation data, falls somewhere between the two baselines, both of which make use of the matched adaptation data. If we employ the additive adaptation approach to learn adaptation weights that complement the general model, we get even better results, slightly edging out the interpolated mKN baseline.
It is informative to look at the interpolation coefficients learned in the "Interpolation-Adapted" case, where the model must find the optimal weighting of the original joint training matrices to fit a new topic. Fig. 5 visualizes for the first five adaptation topics (21-25) the coefficients learned on the 22 weight matrices. It does a fairly good job of recycling the already trained topics to match new ones; for example, "family values" is largely a mixture of "life partners" and "public schools," while "censorship" is a mixture of "comedy" and "public school," etc. This property hints at possible uses of this model for topic modeling or topic classification, though such experiments are left for future work.
It is also worthwhile to note that in both the joint training and in the additive adaptation cases, the largest entries in the topic dependent sparse matrices are very clearly reflective of the topical keywords. For example, the top exceptions in the sparse matrix modeling "Sports" (topic 1) are "super bowl"; "green bay"; "figure skating"; "spring training" and "world cup". This property was exploited to automatically extract meaningful topic keywords in [9] , [10] .
B. Genre Adaptation
The topic modeling experiments in Section IV-A used sparse matrices in a Multi-Factor SLR-LM to account for variation in topic, but in those experiments the data came from a single genre (telephone conversations). In this section we take a look into how the Multi-Factor model handles data coming from heterogeneous genres, and in particular, how the low-rank matrices play an important role. We use two television genres: a small amount of data from the "broadcast conversations" (BC) genre, which are political and news talk shows that are largely unscripted discussions or interviews between hosts and guests, and a larger amount of the more abundant broadcast news (BN) genre, which is mostly scripted and more formal in tone. After both datasets had been normalized, the BC data was then split into training, development and test sets. The statistics of the data are provided in Table VI ). Our vocabulary size is 7.1 k (derived from the smaller BC set).
We consider a few different strategies for training the model. The simplest strategy is to train a SLR-LM on the BC data alone and evaluate it on the BC test set; we refer to this configuration as "Matched SLR-LM." The next strategy is to use joint training adaptation with a Multi-Factor model that consists of six weight matrices: a general low-rank , a general sparse , and low-rank and sparse matrices each for BC and BN ( , , , ). In our results, we denote that model as "Joint Training MF-SLR-LM." Finally, we can tune the relative weights of the six matrices in the joint training model to optimize BC development set perplexity; we refer to this as "Joint Training Interpolated MF-SLR-LM" in the results.
We consider three baselines, all using modified-Kneser-Ney smoothing. The first is trained only on the BC training set, the second is trained only on the BN training set, and the is the interpolation of the first two (tuned on the BC development set). These baselines are denoted "Matched mKN," "BN-only mKN" and "Interpolated mKN," respectively.
The results are listed in Table VII . First, notice that the SLR-LM beats the mKN model by roughly 15% in the matched case. The BN-only mKN, trained on significantly more data, does much better still. Among the models that use both BN and BC data, the joint training model does better than the BC or BN baselines alone, but is beat by the interpolated mKN and the joint training model after its weights are refined with weight It is informative to analyze the weights learned by the MultiFactor SLR-LM during joint training adaptation. To do this, we look at the largest weight values in the four genre-dependent weight matrices. In both sparse matrices, and , the top entries almost exclusively are person or place names (e.g. "los angeles," "bin laden"; "alberto gonzales"). This leads us to conclude that these two matrices appear to be modeling the topical differences between the two data associated with the two genres more so than the actual genre differences themselves. On the other hand, the top values in the low-rank matrices seem to capture genuine genre differences. Given that the vast majority of the training data is BN, the BN data serves to define for the model what valid English looks like; accordingly, the matrix assigns high probability to common grammatical sequences like "to be" and "going to". The matrix, on the other hand, focuses on the ways in which BC deviates it its use of English; in particular, the top-most entries represent the differences in the way utterances begin in conversations, with top values like " and"; " uh" and " but". These findings are consistent with our intuition that genre shift is more systematic (i.e. well-modeled by a low-rank matrix), whereas topic shift is more a matter of frequency of subsets of words and short multiword phrases (i.e. well-modeled by a sparse matrix). Some bigrams appear near the top of both low-rank matrices (e.g. "of the"); this is likely an indication that the regularization weights were not optimally tuned, so some genre-independent information leaked into genre-dependent matrices.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In summary, this work describes the SLR-LM-an exponential language model that represents sparse and low-rank structure in language for multiple factors using a log-bilinear form with multiple weight matrices. The sparse weights capture exceptions in language, which include multi-word lexical items (often topically related) and idiomatic expressions. The low-rank matrix corresponds to a continuous-space word representation that provides a soft tying between similar words and word histories. The training algorithm uses and nuclear norm regularization, respectively, to automatically learn the trade-off between modeling exceptions and regularities with a small number of hyper-parameters. With a sparse and low-rank weight matrix for a single factor, the model is useful for low-resource languages, giving slightly better performance than a maximum entropy language model, which in turn beats the widely used modified-Kneser-Ney smoothing. The Multi-Factor version of the model is particularly well suited for domain adaptation with limited target data, and improvements are reported for both topic and genre adaptation.
The SLR-LM differs from prior work by combining the sparse and low-rank components, where the sparse component is similar to a maximum entropy model and the low-rank component is similar to a shallow (linear) neural language model. It has the advantage that training is a convex optimization problem, but the disadvantage that training involves computing singular value decompositions with very large matrices. A possible future direction for addressing this problem would be the use of random projections or iterative dimensionality reduction. Another option is the use of morphological or other subword features to encode words, rather than the one-hot word encoding used here, which would reduce the dimensionality of the weight matrix. Initial experiments using morphological features yielded small improvements for Turkish in [10] . Features for other types of context (e.g., trigger words, topic, etc.) could also easily be included.
In this work, we have focused on language modeling, but the mathematical framework is more broadly applicable, including for word translation, semantic similarity, and other language processing tasks, similar to the more general utility of neural language models. In particular, a log-bilinear model that is similar to a low-rank version of the SLR-LM has been shown to outperform other vector models on semantic similarity and named entity recognition tasks [50] .
